
Introduction to Airplane Design
A Theme for Math and Science With Hands-On Lessons

By: Seeds Software

Introduction to Airplane Design is a fun software package
that provides an incredible way to use technology  in the
classroom. This software makes it easy to teach an excit-
ing aerospace unit.  By using interactive simulations and
powerful design tools you will be impressed at how fast
students learn. Have your students analyze and design
their own performance gliders on the computer and then
build and test their designs off-line. As they learn more
they can advance to powered flight by including a
rubber band motor and propeller in their designs. Your
students can explore their world by taking flight!

About the Software

This software package provides much more than game
fun, it teaches science with challenge, inquiry, and ac-
countability, yet it is easy to implement and use, and
classroom tested.  The in-depth content of this package
can  provide 1 to 8 weeks of classroom curriculum that
nicely fits learning standards, or can be a comprehensive
resource.   For grades 7 -12.

The package includes lessons and numerous activities
and plans for labs which keeps the students actively in-
volved with the software, gives the students the oppor-
tunity to test aerodynamic principles using a  wind tun-
nel simulation and flying aircraft, and helps them to un-
derstand how to design their own aircraft that fly well.
These lessons will free up more time for you to teach!

Science Principles Include:

Balance of Forces Bernoulli’s Principle
Centrifugal Action Density
Energy Fluid
Force Friction
Geometric Change Line of Action
Newton’s Laws Moment or Torque
Power Pressure
Supersonic Velocity

Important Aerodynamic Concepts:

Gravity Lift
Thrust Drag
Stability Control

Important Design Principles:

Airfoil Shape Wing Shape
Wing Configuration Tail Requirements
Control Surfaces Balance and Trim
Dihedral Propulsion

Aircraft Design Computer:

Easy input of dimensions
3-D visual of the aircraft design
In-depth analysis of performance
Detection and explanations of design problems
Simulation of glide performance

Software Content:

28 computer simulations
58 detailed explanations of principles
22 colorful and illustrative diagrams
10 graphs of aerodynamic trends

Optional Activities and Labs:

16 classroom activity lessons with objectives
10 hands-on lab plans with material lists
Detailed design and build guides
Answers, teachers notes, and 5 quizzes

Science of Software

Climb into our software and take your class
 soaring to new levels of excitement and learning!
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The Hands-On Advantage
Do you know why and how to design a tail to balance
(trim) an airplane or glider?  Use the  software and hands-
on activities provided to clearly explain and develop an
understanding of aerodynamic concepts like this while
making use of and  synthesizing many physics principles.

Glider Trim
Forces

The labs in the lessons activities and labs folders provide
students with the opportunity to actually test out many
principles and exercise careful use of scientific methods
in testing and examining results. The labs can be used to
help them understand aerodynamic concepts and experi-
ment with how configuration effects flight performance.
They provide additional learning styles and help students
assimilate and apply  what they are studying.

Harness the Computer’s Impressive Power

Challenge students to make use of their understanding
of principles and concepts and come up with their own
aircraft designs.  Give them the experience and insight
on how the computational power of computers is used
to find solutions in the real world.  Empower students
with the science and technology that enables them to
design and build their own aircraft that fly well. Learn-
ing will soar!

Software Prices

System Requirements
At least a 256 color  monitor

Hybrid (CD-ROM):
Macintosh Intel OSX.6 or later  &
Windows Win7 or later
At least 4xCD-ROM Drive

Macintosh (Network CD Image):
Macintosh Intel  OSX.6 or later
15 MB of available RAM
7.0 MB of Disk Space

Windows (Network CD Image):
Windows Win7 or later
15 to 25 MB of RAM (depending on OS)
4.0 MB of Disk Space

Single Computer License          $ 137.00
Multi-Computer License Discounts Available

email: RealScience@Seeds2Learn.com
Ph: 206.782.0914
Fax: 206.782.0918

For New Software Titles, Glider Designs and Tips,
and Software Updates:

http://www.Seeds2Learn.com

To contact us by mail:

Seeds Software
PO Box 17704
San Diego, CA 92117

Connect Technology to the Real World

Seeds

Software

For Growing Knowledge
and Understanding

Use the
computer to

help you
design your

aircraft



The Bungee Egg Challenge
A Theme for Math and Science With Hands-On Lessons

By: Seeds Software

The Bungee Egg Challenge is a software package to learn
math and science. Most egg drop projects are big on fun
but lacking in science, being trial and error.  With the
Bungee Egg Challenge, students can experience the thrill
and fulfillment of using science to achieve success as well!
You can use technology wisely to get students to think
and design.

About the Software

This software package provides much more than game
fun, it teaches science with challenge, inquiry, and ac-
countability, yet it is easy to implement and use,  and
classroom tested.  Students must do experimental sci-
ence and make use of realistic design processes to suc-
cessfully protect their egg from a reasonable drop height.
The software nicely fits many learning standard. It is
designed for grades 8 to 12.

Additional Egg Activities and Lab write-ups provide
numerous lessons to keep the students actively involved.
It includes plans for labs which have the students  per-
form careful experiments to determine the stretch prop-
erties of candidate chord materials.  The students must
decide which chord materials to use to suspend their egg
inside a container and input the properties into the com-
puter to predict what happens to the egg when dropped.

Science Principles Include:

Damping Elasticity
Forces Gravity
Impact Kinetic & Potential Energy

Important Design Considerations:

Energy Absorption
Energy Dissipation
Harmonic Motion
Statistical Design Allowable
Stiffness and Displacements

Egg Drop Computer Simulation:

Easy input of dimensions and properties
Visual view of the egg container design
Simulation of the drop event
In-depth analysis of the impact dynamics
Detection and simulation of failures
Time plots of egg motion energy & acting forces

Software Content:

 8  detailed explanations of physics principles
10 computer simulations
17 physical science formulas explained
10 interactive graphs of physics trends

Additional Activities and Labs Disk:

11 classroom activity lessons with objectives
5 hands-on lab plans with material lists & notes
Answers and teachers notes

Experimental Testing in Labs:

Stretch characteristics of chords
Internal friction in stretching chords
Strength of eggs
Dynamic impact drop event

Science of Software

Drop eggs the scientific way and rebound with a
wealth of knowledge and understanding



The Hands-On Advantage
How do you determine if an egg will survive a given
drop height suspended inside a bottle?  Do you know
what forces develop, where the best place to position
the egg is inside the bottle, how much the chords will
stretch, how fast energy is dissipated?   With this pack-
age you can show students how science principles can
be used to answer these questions.  You can simplify a
very exciting but advanced problem down into under-
standable concepts.  Students can assemble and assimi-
late science and technology to do realistic designs using
an elegant but easy to run computer solution.

If the chords are too
soft,  the egg will crash

or slingshot into the
bottle and SPLAT!
when the bottle hits

the ground

The labs available in the Lessons folders show students
how to conduct tests to determine the stretching and
internal friction characteristics present in likely chord
suspension materials.  The tests give the students an
appreciation of how important it is to take careful sci-
entific measurements and how these measurements can
be used; test results are used as properties by the soft-
ware to calculate what happens to the egg inside the
container when it impacts the ground.

Software Prices

System Requirements
At least a 256 color  monitor

Hybrid (CD-ROM):
Macintosh OSX.6 or later &
Windows Win7 or later
At least 4xCD-ROM Drive

Macintosh (Network CD Image):
Macintosh OSX.6 or later 
6.0 MB of available RAM
7.0 MB of Disk Space

Windows (Network CD Image):
Windows Win7 or later
8 to 16 MB of RAM (depending of OS)
4.0 MB of Disk Space

Single Computer License          $ 97.00
Multi-Computer License Discounts Available

email: RealScience@Seeds2Learn.com
Ph: 206.782.0914
Fax: 206.782.0918

Get more information and free software at
our web site:

http://www.Seeds2Learn.com

To contact us by mail:

Seeds Software, PO Box 92117

San Diego, CA 92117

Connect Technology to the Real World

If the chords are too
stiff, the egg will pull
apart and break when

the bottle hits the
ground

Seeds
Software

For Growing Knowledge
and Understanding



Global Warming: Understanding Greenhouse Gases

A Theme for Math and Science With Hands-On Lessons
By: Seeds Software

Global warming is an incredibly rich theme to teach your
students science while investigating a very important
environmental issue.  With this package you can pro-
vide students with an understanding of the science be-
hind global warming instead of just having them look at
the data of predictions.  The package includes an au-
thentic global climate model to use to find answers and
take ownership of predictions.

About the Software

This software package provides much more than game
fun, it teaches science with challenge, inquiry, and ac-
countability, yet it is easy to implement and use, and
classroom tested.  The in-depth content of this package
can  provide 1 to 8 weeks of classroom curriculum that
nicely fits many learning standards, or can be a compre-
hensive resource.  For grades 8-12.

Included in the package are write-ups of lessons and
numerous hands-on labs in a modifiable format. These
lessons and labs keep the students actively involved with
the software, give the students the opportunity to test
scientific principles, and help them to get an intuitive
feel of the principles.  The lessons will free up more time
for you to teach!

Science Principles Include:

Absorptance Beer -Lambert Law
Blackbodies Emittance
Energy Equilibrium Heat Capacity
Inverse Sq. Law Kirchoff ’s Law
Photons Planck’s Law
Planet Atmospheres Radiance
Radiation Spectrum Resonance
Specific Heat Stefan-Boltzmann Law
Transmittance Waves

Supporting Material:

The content on global warming, and the global climate
model, are based extensively on the final reports of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC
1990-2001). These recent reports include the prepara-
tion, workings, and review of hundreds of leading scien-
tists from 25 counties. The reports represent an infor-
mation source of the finest quality and authority.

Simulations & Global Climate Model:

The software provides simulations of many of the im-
portant concepts needed to understand global warming.
These simulations make the concepts much more acces-
sible and meaningful to students than they are in text
books. The global climate model included has a simple
elegance. It is easy to use with clear understandable re-
sults; yet it unleashes the incredible computational power
of computers and uses many advanced methods to de-
liver compelling inferences on the future of the Earth.

Activities and Labs:

9 classroom activity lessons with objectives
9 hands-on lab plans with material lists
Answers and teachers notes

Science of Software

Study the environment to learn science and physics



The Hands-On Advantage
Everyone has read something about global warming and
how our emissions and activities may be causing cli-
mate changes.  But how many individuals really under-
stand the science behind the information? Consider how
much more meaningful and comprehensible this im-
portant information can be with a working knowledge
of the processes that are causing change.

Computer Simulations:

The concepts of global warming are more than publica-
tions of predictions and observation of data, it involves
an astonishing amount of science that is extremely chal-
lenging for scientists. By using computer simulations in
combination with off-line labs many of the fundamen-
tals are made accessible and understandable to students,
abstractions and advanced formulas become animated
and intuitive.   Students can use the package to learn
why climate change is a very real environmental issue.

Turn your students onto technology. Give them the ex-
perience and insight on how the computational power
of computers and technology are used to study the real
world.  Empower students with the science and tech-
nology that enables them to understand their environ-
ment.  Students can do more than play games or look at
data.  Don’t be surprised to find your students far more
interested and intrigued doing real science with  power-
ful  science tools.  With our authentic global climate
model you can give them ownership of global warming
issues and the many science principles involved.

Software Prices

System Requirements
At least a 256 color  monitor

Hybrid (CD-ROM):
Macintosh OSX.6 or later &
Windows Win7 or later
At least 4xCD-ROM Drive

Macintosh (Network CD Image):
Macintosh OS X.6 or later
10 MB of available RAM
7.0 MB of Disk Space

Windows (Network CD Image):
Windows Win7 or later
8 to 16 MB of RAM (depending of OS)
4.0 MB of Disk Space

Single Computer License          $137.00
Multi-Computer License Discounts Available

email: RealScience@Seeds2Learn.com
Ph: 206.782.0914
Fax: 206.782.0918

Get more information and free software at
our web site:

http://www.Seeds2Learn.com

To contact us by mail:

Seeds Software
PO Box 17704
San Diego, CA 92117

Connect Technology to the Real World

Simulations of important concepts improve
learning speed and comprehension

Seeds
Software

For Growing Knowledge
and Understanding



Science Methods: Searching for Solutions Experimentally

A Theme for Math and Science With Hands-On Lessons
By: Seeds Software

Science Methods: Searching for Solutions Experimen-
tally is a software package to teach students how math
and science can be used to find experimental solutions;
it introduces students to the important ideas and
methods of Experimental Design.

A simple theme of color mixing and matching is used as
a model example of many real world problems that em-
body several inputs which combine to form a result.  The
problem is to find  how much of each input  is needed
to get the results that you want.   For color mixing,  stu-
dents have fun trying to find the  amounts of the colors
red, green, and blue required to match a specimen color
of unknown formulation.

About the Software

The natural tendency is to try to solve these problems
using trial and error.  With this package students will
discover how ineffective  guessing is and learn to make
use of  math and science methods to efficiently converge
to  desired solutions.   The software is structured to work
over a wide range of abilities and can be used to support
many learning standards.  The package is classroom tested
and is recommended for grades 5-12.

Color Theory:

Introduce students to color theory and how  monitors
use primary colors to generate a wide spectrum of hues
while having  fun and doing challenging activities.

Science Methods Include:

Pattern Recognition
Information  Modeling
Accuracy and Error Measurement
Systematic Problem Solving
Solution Convergence

Solution Strategies:

Guess
Error Measurement
Bisection
Ratio
Gradient

Software Content:

Five Computer Simulations of Color Mixing &
Problem Solving Methods
3 Dimensional Information Modeling
Simulation of Experimental Design Scenarios

Activities and Labs:

6 classroom activity lessons with objectives
2 hands-on lab plans with material lists, notes
Answers and explanations

Applicable Science Curriculum

Astronomy
Biology
Chemistry
Other Physical Sciences
Physics

Science of Software

Illuminate Science
with Colors!



The Hands-On Advantage
How do you match the color, to repaint a car that has
been damaged, when the original color of the car has
faded?    How do you mix several color dyes together
for an accessory when you wish to match  the color of a
dress?  How does an astronomer determine the abun-
dance of a certain heavy metal in the photoshere of a
star when the observed spectrum is effected by the tem-
perature, density, and pressure of the star?  Experimen-
tal Design problems abound  in all aspects of life;  the
question asked often is how much of several known in-
puts is needed to get the results desired.

Adding Colors to Find a Match

This package includes lab lessons to ask this question.
Students  perform experiments mixing food coloring
dyes, trying to match a color of unknown formulation.
These labs help the students grasp the issues and de-
velop an awareness of the difficulties in arriving at an
experimental solution.  Direct links between computer
technology and the lab experiments are established by
simulating the same type of experiments on the com-
puter.

By doing the same color mixing experiments on the
computer, students will discover how much more rap-
idly they can: do the color mixing tests, investigate so-
lution strategies, and develop pattern recognition.  They
will experience how computers are used as a tool to study
real world problems and learn solution strategies.

The package also includes lessons that help the students
understand the solution strategies that are presented and
keep the students actively involved with the software.

Software Prices

System Requirements
At least a 256 color  monitor

Hybrid (CD-ROM):
Macintosh OSX.6 or later &
Windows Win7 or later
At least 4xCD-ROM Drive

Macintosh (Network CD Image):
Macintosh OSX.6 or later
8.0 MB of available RAM
7.0 MB of Disk Space

Windows (Network CD Image):
Windows Win7 or later
8 to 16 MB of RAM (depending of OS)
4.0 MB of Disk Space

Single Computer License            $ 40.00
Multi-Computer License Discounts Available

email: RealScience@Seeds2Learn.com
Ph: 206.782.0914
Fax: 206.782.0918

Get more information and free software at
our web site:

http://www.Seeds2Learn.com

To contact us by mail:

Seeds Software, PO Box 17704

San Diego, CA 92117

Connect Technology to the Real World

Seeds
Software

For Growing Knowledge
and Understanding
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 Seeds Software Order Form

   Web:www.Seeds2Learn.com 

   Email: Science@Seeds2Learn.com  Phone: 206.782.0914  Fax: 206.782.0918

  Notes:(#)max. number of computers ~NW is for multi-install, CD is for multiple Hybrid CD’s in Lab or Site  

  Name:                                                 Phone:                                      

  Address:                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                  

   __  Purchase Order # (US schools only)                                                              

   __  VISA/MasterCard      Card #:                                                                                   

   Card Holder’s Name:                                                       Exp. Date:                    

   P.O. or Card Holder’s Signature:                                                                           

  *Notes:  NW are program images on a Medium to install onto computer network hard drives. Hybrid  
CD’s & Flash Drives load into RAM and run without installation on either Macintosh or Windows.

Ordering: Check options wanted in table above and calculate prices, subtotal, and total              
(** CA State (residents) x subtotal by 0.0775 for sales tax).

       Provide required payment and mailing information.
Be sure to specify computer medium choices.

   Mail: Seeds Software, PO Box 17704, SD, CA 92117   Fax To: 206-782-0918

   Warranty: Send complete package back to Seeds Software by verifiable means within 30 days 
 for your money back if not satisfied. 

Title:                             
Software & Lessons

Single (1) 
License

√ Lab (5)~ 
License

√  Lab (15)~ 
License

√ Site (30)~ 
License

√ Selection 
Prices 

Introduction to Airplane 
Design

$137.00         
Hybrid 

$285.50 NW       
$357.00 CD

$397.00 NW      
$507.00 CD

$536.00 NW     
$697.00 CD

The Bungee Egg 
Challenge

$97.00         
Hybrid 

$151.50 NW         
$189.50 CD

$269.00 NW      
$344.50 CD

$374.00 NW   
$487.00 CD

Science Methods: 
Searching for Solutions

$40.00         
Hybrid

$95.50   NW      
$119.50 CD

$215.00 NW       
$274.50 CD

$321.00 NW    
$417.00 CD

Global Warming: 
Greenhouse Gases

$137.00         
Hybrid

$309.50 NW      
$387.00 CD

$443.50 NW   
$567.00 CD

$613.00 NW      
$797.00 CD

Science by Design $279.00 Single only Single only Single only 

Subtotal

Tax **

S&H  (USA) $12.00

Total

 Choose Either Medium Choose Either Medium

CD* Flash Drive*

 Required for Hybrid or NW Required for Hybrid or NW

 (works on Mac & Windows) (works on Mac & Windows)


